
 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. Reading of the Mission (Chair) - SH 

 

II. Secretary Report - AL 

 A. Approval of minutes from 3/12/13 and 3/23/13 - SH 

 

Motion: AM to approve minutes, DC seconded  

Vote: Unanimous 

 

 B. Past Minutes (plan for compiling and accessibility) - SH 

 

Discussion regarding process for finalizing minutes and posting. AM mentioned that we could use 

Google Drive to store minutes and policies so faculty and staff can access with certain restrictions. 

 

III. Chair Report 

 A. Discussion regarding new Director - SH 

 

Kathy has verbally accepted. We need a written contract. 

 

 B. Contract for new Director  

 

Motion: AM moves to enter executive session for the purpose of discussing Kathy's employment. DC 

seconds. 

Vote: Unanimous.  

 

 C. Amendment to Charter/School Board Membership - SH 

 

Asked if there were suggestions regrading letter to DOE about charter amendment. Slight correction to 

number of board members including the director as ex-officio member. 

 

IV. Director’s Report 

 A. Number of classes for next year - JC 

 

We currently have 38 children on primary waiting list and none on the intermediate list. JA has 

suggested that we add another primary class. 

 

JC explained that it would likely cause a recurring problem because the following year you would 

likely again have too many appliances for too few spots. DC inquired about how many students would 

be leaving for middle school. JC and LP explained that it would not affect the numbers that much. 

 

Consensus is that plan will stay the same.  
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 B. Teacher/specials hiring 

 

World language teacher left. Physical education has expanded. JC will post for world language 

position.  Position will be 6 hours a week next year.  

 

 C. Calendar Approvals (current year and next school year) 

 

Manchester was looking at eliminating February and April vacation and having one vacation in March. 

Manchester met last night and are sticking with current vacation schedule.  

 

945 hours is minimum required for full school year. 

 

End date this year will be June 17. It will be a half day.  

 

 D. PEF: Volunteer hours 

 

PEF just started STAR campaign. JC has asked PEF to adapt to make sure there are more options for 

non-Polaris families.  

 

PEF and Polaris have noticed that same people seem to do most volunteering. jC discussed cerebral 

options for trying to solicit more parent involvement.  

 

V. Academic Excellence Committee 

 A. Accountability Plan - JC 

 

JC is meeting with Rachel from Hesser to work once refining accountability plan. Want it to be used 

for creating strategic plan. 

 

 B. Social/Emotional curriculum 

 

JMS has been working on making a schedule for teachers to use current plan but adapted to help 

teachers more on a daily basis. Jennifer Minicucci has been working on a project that may be helpful 

as well. 

 

 C. Project-based learning 

 

JC working with some of the teachers to help develop more techniques for project-based learning. 

 

 D. Professional Development 

 

Survey of staff highlighted importance of professional development. One main concern was more info 

about common core state standards. JC has been in touch with outside contacts who may be able to 

provide guidance. iPad seminars for educators are being looked into since our teachers have iPads. 

Aaron has also been looking into technology plan for the future.  

 

VI. Finance and Development Committee 

 A. 501c3  

 

AL has contacted IRS and is waiting to hear back. 

 

 B. Update from Jim, Jill, and Liz  

 



First grant year has closed. New one has opened April 1. Have a grace period for follow-up but don't 

think we will need it.  JC, JA, and LP will be meeting next week to fine tune plan for next year. JC 

bout up idea of accountant but will ultimately need board approval.  

 

VII. Governance Committee 

 A. Fiscal Policies (read and vote) 
 

Motion: AM moves to approve DA, DB, DBI, DC, DI, DID, and DIE. DC seconds. 

Vote: Unanimous.  

 

Will discuss rest of policies next time. 

 

 B. Personnel Policies 

 

Will be sent out and discussed in later meeting.  

 

VIII. Facilities and Technology 

 A. Security and phones 

 

Discussed status of mag lock install. Will be ordered soon but there were a few hang-ups. Will be in 

and installed soon. Electrician will be coming in to wire for remaining cameras. 

 

 B. Computers 

 

No discussion. 

 

 C. Renovation plan and timeline 

 

No discussion. 

 

Motion: AM to adjourn, seconded by DC.  

Vote: Unanimous 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Adrian LaRochelle 

Recording Secretary 

   


